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Abstract: The current modern year shows quick growth in metropolitanization and population growth of the world that causes various impacts on environmental, social and economic problems. The problems aroused in society influence the livelihood of the people and excellence of existence. “Smart City” passes many opportunities to resolve these urban inconveniences and unsolved issues. The chief fact of a smart city is to create the finest use of resources gathered from the public, make available with reliable services to the citizens with enriched quality and efficiently enhance the day to day life standard of people. In the smart city establishment Information and Communication Technology (ICT) shows greater impact. Block chain is a intensifying technology with many excellent aspects likely intelligibility, automation and security. A characteristic of block chain is supportive in improving the standard services and advances the expansion which applies information technology that integrates several areas of interest. Block chain manages the business, physical and social infrastructures to provide effective services to needed users. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions. With the advancement of technologies namely interconnected networks, cloud computing and the Internet of Things (IoT), for smart cities can carry creative as well as novel solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The populace rate of world in the metropolitan cities are growing much faster and in an unstable manner [1]. Migration of peoples from the countryside to metropolitan areas growing rapidly in recent year. This will result in increased population growth and the statistical report was taken by United Nation. Population growth in the United State will increase by 70% in 2050 in metro cities [2]. Urbanization has drastically improved humans based on living standard in many aspects, namely education, health, working environments, transportation, living and economy [3].

A metro city people growth shows drastic increase and passes several confronts or struggles. Due to the huge concentration in the count of people’s in metros, human’s existence excellence has been influenced by several phenomenon’s namely limited reserve of ecology, contaminated air, traffic congestion, corrosive gas secretion and discarding devastates [4]. Entire issues, confronts or difficulties aroused in and private body have to expose their concentration in the direction of elegant advancements which make each and every work of the humans to be easier as well as smarter. This makes the upholding progression of metropolitan and the improvement of human excellence. To attain this progression of growth in the lifestyle standard, a new scheme is initiated which comes as an explanation of “Smart City” [4, 5, 6, and 7]. The key fact of this invasion is progress the human’s eminence of existence by incorporating the circumstance with sophisticated contemporary ICT together.

A smart city has numerous high-quality standards and characteristics, such as a contribution of the citizen in every aspect is encouraged, openness has improved in public government activities, finest utilization resource, better environmental protection, improved health, public transport, energy, effective management of traffic, education services, and intelligent device control. ICT plays a major and prominent role in smart cities implementation as well as in utilization [8, 9 and 10]. ICT be evidence for the expansion and endorsement of reliable development. Bit coins and crypto currencies are the foremost reasons for the progression of blockchain and is initiated with Bit coin [11].

The blockchain is mostly an unchangeable, decentralized and unrestricted collective database which is a shared type of data. Entire transmissions in this stored and permitted to admittance of any type of activity to anyone. With the stored information in the any authenticate user can send, receive and verify these transmissions. Blockchain technology is mainly applied to smart cities that can arise several good descriptions. It doesn’t need any proprietor to take in charge of the access control and can be man oeuvre easily.

Transparency of the transaction of data to all persons who are all involved in the broadcast of data is enhanced by this technology and assessments are accomplished by whole node in a system to system communication mode. Transportation of information among the nodes makes the nodes as independent. Encroachment made the expertise to make decision, data’s can be stored...
without any human intervention and transaction or business deal execution as well. Blockchain technology is a decentralized system that makes it essential to guarantee constancy as well as reliability by operating effective algorithms in the midst of decentralized nodes. The protection system is associated with confidentiality, uprightness and permission of admittance. Blockchain technology is integrated in smart cities to fill the gap and is reviewed. Research on implementing this technology shows that improved smartness, performance, security, and efficiency of smart cities is presented.

II. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

It is a decentralized registry and not placed in one location. In Blockchain technology, where the specific informations cannot be altered later whether the duplicate form of performers can hold at the load specific tasks. The enciphered form of information is enrolled in various way and it get computerized by victimization of numerical formulas. Every geometric formula validates and certifies one more geometric formula that incorporate some specific content of an alternative enciphered information successively. This database holds entire information of dealing involves, worth that are enciphered on the emerging blockchain, with the proper agreement and support of their validity at any time.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 elucidate the standards of blockchain and their exertion nature. The blockchain is self-possessed and outline of computer that is allied to network. It uses an online consumer to resolve retransmission tasks and transaction validation. This node obtains a duplicate of the block, which keeps informed repeatedly once logged on. In Bit coin, nodes contend to preserve beneficial data, rather in collect taxes, and it gives utterly for dealings and crypto currency. It also used to resolve procedure to form bit coins. It is not anticipated repeatedly once logged on. In Bit coin, nodes contend to preserve beneficial data, rather in collect taxes, and it gives utterly for dealings and crypto currency. It also used to resolve procedure to form bit coins. It is not anticipated repeatedly once logged on.

## III. SECURITY THREATS

The varied personality of integrated reserve inhibited devices and a smart city is susceptible to several sanctuary hits. Recognizing the significant coercion and their possible consequences will lead to designing an effectual elucidation. Several kinds of exploration have been performed numerous examination in this domain namely Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERT) which offers the graphical illustration of several possible imposes as well as attacks, Cloud Computer Service Provider (CCSP) needs G-Cloud that deals with the sequence of Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) procures widespread security offences [13], [14], [15] [16]. Threats is classified and recognized for the smart cities are all explained below:

A threat to accessibility- It is concerned with the (unauthorized or third part) continuation of resources.

Threats on Integrity- It includes illegal alteration of data such as an altered form of information and manipulation.

Threats on Confidentiality- It includes unveil of perceptive information by an illicit entity to other irrelevant persons.

Threats on legitimacy- These are fretful with the acquisition of illicit access, usage to reserve and perceptive information.

Threats on responsibility- It comprises defiance of reception or transmission of a communication by the related person to other.

## IV. SECURITY FRAMEWORK

### A. Physical Layer

Devices using for smart city are enrooted with smart objects such as actuators, sensors. These objects are responsible for collecting and forwarding the data to the higher layer protocols. Some of the smart object based devices namely thermostat and Fit bit are susceptible to several vulnerabilities and breaches due to lack of admittance mechanisms and many encryption techniques [17]. Further, technology has no available distinct benchmark the data produced for smart devices get scattered and later it incorporated to deal with the cross functional things. Hawker needs to overcome these problems by agreed-upon functioning and data communication standards.

### B. Communication Layer

Use Meanwhile the diverse communication of the smart city uses Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Ethernet, 6LoWPAN, 3rdGeneration, and 4th Generation in this layer to swap info amongst completely on the various schemes. There are certain rituals are required in this layer for supply protection and isolation mechanisms of spreading of information. The dealing of records in the network may be reworked, by using broadcast technology the networks are transmitted in the form of blocks using telehash. Bit Torrent is one form of rituals it can be practiced into peer-to-peer (P2P) communication standards.
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while Ethereum will offer good contract functionalities for the data transmission among the network. However, amalgamation of available communication protocols is one among the key challenges since the necessities vary from application to application and it depends on the character of the transmission.

A possible resolution found by implementing many block chains by the contribution of access layer have the specific usage in accomplish to the data transmission network.

C. Database Layer

The scattered records of the blockchain will be kindly circulated one after another. Ever record within the ledger comprises of a novel cryptographical signature and a time stamp. The history of the record is easily auditable and verified by the authenticated user. There are two differing types of scattered records in habit. They are
- Permissionless
- Permissioned

The main advantage of the clearance less record is that clear and censorship-resistant. In spite of, public record needs to manage advanced as well as complex shared records. Public ledger consumes supplementary time to achieve the accord compared to the non-public ledger. Additional, public ledgers may expose to unidentified attacks. Therefore, it is well to utilize non-public ledgers. It ensures improved recital, measurability, and it provide security for applications in real-time like traffic systems.

Intermediary layer helps to activate or deactivate any smart device in their home connected with the mobile application can be accomplished in no time. Design consideration has also included the security features to make it safe from the intruder or third-party access.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed a blockchain based security framework to facilitate data communication and transmission of data in a smart city securely. For implementing the block chain in smart cities is the elastic nature is supposing to the major advantage against various threats and privacy issues. Further, it gives numerous unique characteristics such as better improved reliability, scalability, quicker operation, efficient operation, and capability of forbearance to faults. Thus, the incorporation of block chain technology along with smart objects inside smart city will generate a familiar stage where the whole devices will be equal to transmit the data firmly in a distributed environment.
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